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Leoforos Syggrou 360, Kallithea 17674, Athens, Hellas
(Dated: September 6, 2018)
The classical ground state magnetic response of fullerene molecules that resemble capped carbon
nanotubes is calculated within the framework of the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model. It is
found that the magnetic response depends subtly on spatial symmetry and chirality. Clusters based
on armchair carbon nanotubes which are capped with non-neighboring pentagons and have D5d
spatial symmetry have a number of magnetization discontinuities which increases with their size.
This occurs even though the model completely lacks magnetic anisotropy, and even though the only
source of frustration are the two groups of six pentagons located at the ends of the molecules, which
become more strongly outnumbered as the clusters are filled in the middle with more unfrustrated
hexagons with increasing size. For the cluster with 180 vertices there are already seven magnetization
and one susceptibility discontinuities. Contrary to that, similar molecules which have D5h spatial
symmetry reach a limit of one magnetization and two susceptibility ground state discontinuities,
while fullerene molecules based on zigzag carbon nanotubes and capped by neighboring pentagons
also reach a fixed number of discontinuities with increasing size.
PACS numbers: 61.48.De Carbon Nanotubes, 75.10.Hk Classical Spin Models, 75.50.Ee Antiferromagnetics,
75.50.Xx Molecular Magnets
I. INTRODUCTION
Fullerenes are carbon structures that come among oth-
ers in the form of hollow spheres (molecules) or nan-
otubes [1]. Fullerene molecules consist of 12 pentagons
and N
2
−10 hexagons which share edges, with N the num-
ber of the molecule’s vertices, which are three-fold coor-
dinated. A pentagon ring that hosts a spin on each vertex
and has nearest-neighbor spins interacting antiferromag-
netically is frustrated when isolated, unlike a hexagon.
This is because classical nearest-neighbor spins are not
antiparallel in the lowest energy configuration of the pen-
tagon, in contrast to what happens for a hexagon. As
a result, pentagons introduce frustration in a fullerene
molecule and act as structural defects. Since the pen-
tagon number is fixed frustration is stronger for smaller
N , where the pentagons outnumber or are comparable
in number to the hexagons and also neighbor each other.
The influence of frustration is however significant for any
N . As N goes to infinity the fullerene molecules resemble
more and more a two dimensional hexagonal lattice with
periodic boundary conditions, whose properties depend
on the location of the 12 pentagonal structural defects.
Lattices and clusters of frustrated topology are of special
interest, as they are associated with unexpected magnetic
behavior [2–8].
Perhaps the most well-known fullerene molecule is C60.
It has the shape of the truncated icosahedron and belongs
to the icosahedral symmetry group Ih [9]. C60 supercon-
ducts when doped with alkali metals [10]. For the un-
doped C60 solid, band theory predicts that the hu band
∗Dedicated to the memory of Dr. Brahim Belhadji.
is full while the t1u band is empty, thus it is an insulator
[11]. When solid C60 is doped by alkali atoms A, each
atom donates about one electron to the t1u band [12, 13].
The t1u band can accommodate six electrons, however
A4C60 turns out to be an insulator [14–16], which shows
the importance of electron-electron correlations. Strong
electron correlations have been treated with LDA band
structure calculations [17], but it has been desirable to
consider electron correlations within the more accurate
framework of the Hubbard model [18, 19].
A first approximation in a fullerene molecule has three
of each carbon atom’s valence electrons forming three σ-
bonds using sp2 hybrid orbitals, while the fourth valence
electron is delocalized. Thus each carbon has one active
radial p-orbital. When the long-range Coulomb or the
on-site Hubbard repulsion U is much stronger than the
nearest neighbor Hubbard hopping t [20, 21], there is
essentially one electron in each orbital and the interaction
between nearest neighbors is antiferromagnetic [22]. The
antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model (AHM) becomes of
relevance then. Estimates for the on-site repulsion U
show that C60 belongs to the intermediate U regime of
the Hubbard model [18, 23].
In an external field the classical magnetization usu-
ally increases continuously with the field, and the sus-
ceptibility is a smooth function of it. It has however
been found that the spin-flop phenomenon can lead to
a discontinuous magnetization response [24]. This phe-
nomenon is associated with spin space anisotropy, with
the energy more efficiently minimized along certain di-
rections in spin space. It is of particular interest when
specific geometries support jumps in the magnetization
and the susceptibility when there is no anisotropy in the
magnetic interactions. This shows for example the possi-
bility to tune the magnetization between well-separated
2values with fine changes of an applied field. In such cases
the origin of the discontinuity lies in the frustrated con-
nectivity of the magnetic interactions, which reflects the
topology of the structure that hosts the magnetic units.
Within the framework of the AHM, which lacks any
magnetic anisotropy, the magnetization response of the
Ih symmetry fullerenes is discontinuous at the classi-
cal and quantum level [22, 25, 26]. For relatively small
fullerene molecules of other symmetries the classical
ground state magnetization curve is also rich with discon-
tinuities, while there are only pronounced magnetization
plateaus for s = 1
2
[27, 28]. In addition the icosahedron,
not a fullerene but the smallest cluster with Ih symme-
try, has a classical ground state magnetization disconti-
nuity which persists for lower values of s [29, 30]. The
addition of the next order isotropic term in the Hamilto-
nian, the biquadratic exchange interaction, significantly
enriches the icosahedron’s magnetization response with
multiple magnetization and susceptibility discontinuities
[31]. The above results show strong correlations between
spatial symmetry and magnetic response for a fullerene
molecule, which have also been demonstrated for the do-
decahedron and the icosahedron [25]. It it also noted that
in numerical calculations U has been found to be stronger
for C20 than C60 [19, 32], further supporting the validity
of the AHM as a good description of the Hubbard model
for the Ih fullerenes.
Carbon nanotubes are cylindrically structured al-
lotropes of carbon that form aesthetically pleasing hexag-
onal shapes, with each carbon atom covalently bonded
to other three [33–37]. Their topology is the one of
the fullerene family, and they can be viewed as rolled-
up sheets of graphene. They possess a large number
of unusual mechanical, electrical and thermal properties
[38, 39]. Their diameter can be quite smaller than a
nanometer [40] and their length as big as several centime-
ters, bridging the molecular and macroscopic scales. The
ends of the nanotubes can be closed by carbon atoms
that form pentagons at the ends of the nanotube [41].
Their conducting properties are strongly dependent on
the chirality and diameter of the hexagonal lattice along
the nanotube. Armchair carbon nanotubes are metal-
lic and can support very high currents, while zigzag and
chiral carbon nanotubes are semiconducting [42–45].
Single-wall carbon nanotubes are ideal one-
dimensional mesoscopic systems and can behave as
quantum waveguides [46] and quantum dots [47–49].
Oxygen molecules encapsulated in single-wall carbon
nanotubes form a one-dimensional s = 1 Haldane mag-
net [50]. Vacancies and atom substitutions in nanotubes
have been shown to lead to magnetic coupling [51, 52].
Theoretical calculations showed that ferromagnetism
can be induced by carbon adatoms on boron nitride
nanotubes [53]. Fluorine atoms topologically adsorbed
on nanotubes of boron nitride induce long-ranged
ferromagnetic ordering along the tube [54]. Hydrogen
trapped at a zigzag nanotube vacancy and hydrogen
bonded to a carbon adatom on the surface of a nanotube
of any diameter and chirality lead to the spin polariza-
tion of delocalized π electrons [55]. Magnetic impurities
which are doped in zigzag carbon nanotubes change the
semiconducting state into a half metallic magnetic state
[56]. Carbon nanotubes become magnetized when in
contact with a magnetic material. Spin-polarized charge
transfer at the interface between a flat ferromagnetic
metal substrate and a multiwalled nanotube leads to a
spin transfer of about 0.1 µB per contact carbon atom
[57].
From the theoretical point of view, the electronic prop-
erties of the nanotubes are closely connected to the ones
of graphene [58, 59]. Ideal graphene is nonmagnetic, but
many of its derivatives are. The nearest-neighbor tight-
binding model has been shown to describe accurately the
electronic structure of graphene and derivatives of it [60].
In the absence of electronic interactions graphene has a
linear dispersion in the vicinity of the Dirac points. How-
ever experiments have highlighted the importance of elec-
tron interactions which induce gaps at the Dirac points
[61, 62]. The low-dimensionality of the nanotubes also
qualifies them as a good testing ground for strongly cor-
related interactions [63, 64]. Due to experimental dif-
ficulties electron correlations effects have been difficult
to observe, and a tight-binding picture has also been
adopted. However experiments with very clean samples
highlighted the importance of electron correlations [65–
69], which have been taken into account in the Hubbard
model with on-site and nearest-neighbor interactions [70–
80]. The intermediate U regime of the Hubbard model
has emerged as the most important for the nanotubes.
Motivated by the subtle dependence of the conduc-
tive properties of carbon nanotubes on their topology
and by the magnetization discontinuities of the afore-
mentioned fullerene molecules, in this paper we under-
take the question of the magnetic response of fullerene
molecules that resemble capped carbon nanotubes. They
have their cylindrical structure and are capped at their
ends by clusters that contain six pentagons, introducing
frustration. The first family has the structure of armchair
nanotubes, with a cap that is one half of the truncated
icosahedron C60, where pentagons do not neighbor each
other and the central pentagon is located at the apex
(Fig. 1(a)) [81]. These structures provide a link be-
tween molecular fullerenes and carbon nanotubes, being
capped versions of (5,5) single-walled armchair carbon
nanotubes. The smallest member of the class is C60,
while bigger molecules have either a number of vertices
which is an even multiple of 10 andD5d spatial symmetry
(Fig. 2(a)), or a number of vertices which is an odd mul-
tiple of 10 and D5h spatial symmetry (Fig. 2(b)). As N
increases so does the length of the body of the molecule
with its nanotube shape [1], but not its diameter. The
basic question relates to the influence of the pentagon-
including caps at the edges on the magnetic properties
and if it diminishes with N . It has already been shown
that an increasing size does not alter the magnetic prop-
erties of the Ih molecules originating in the 12 frustrated
3pentagons [26]. In this paper it is demonstrated that
for the D5d symmetry members of this particular class
of fullerene molecules resembling (5,5) armchair carbon
nanotubes the magnetic response becomes even richer
with N .
We consider classical spins mounted on the vertices of
the molecules interacting according to the AHM in order
to examine correlations between spatial symmetry and
the number of ground state magnetization and suscep-
tibility discontinuities in a field. We find that the D5d
molecules based on (5,5) armchair nanotubes have a num-
ber of ground state discontinuities which increases with
their size, and goes up to seven magnetization and one
susceptibility jumps for the largest cluster considered,
which has 180 vertices. This number far supersedes the
three magnetization gaps of the dodecahedron, and the
results indicate that the total number of ground state
discontinuities is controlled by the size of the molecule
and will keep increasing for bigger members of this class.
On the other hand, for the D5h symmetry clusters based
on (5,5) armchair nanotubes the number of discontinu-
ities is equal to three for all the calculated sizes, with
one magnetization and two susceptibility discontinuities
for the largest sizes. This result shows that the spatial
symmetry of the molecule plays a very important role in
the magnetic response.
It is also demonstrated by considering a second class of
fullerene molecules that apart from spatial symmetry the
chirality of the nanotube is very important for its mag-
netic response. These molecules have a single-wall (5,0)
zigzag carbon nanotube shape and are capped at their
ends with neighboring pentagons, which are the part of
the dodecahedron that remains after one of its pentagons
is removed (Fig. 5(a)). They also alternate their symme-
try between D5d and D5h whenever ten new vertices are
added to the molecule (Fig. 6). In contrast to the (5,5)
armchair molecules they have a size independent total
number of discontinuities irrespectively of their spatial
symmetry. This shows that fine differences in chirality
and topology can have a significant effect on the mag-
netic properties of the nanotube-like fullerene molecules.
In the case of the icosahedron it was shown that the
classical magnetization discontinuity originates in the
particular structure of the cluster, being made up of a
closed strip of a triangular lattice plus two extra vertices
whose spins respond immediately to the field when not
linked with the rest of the cluster [30]. A similar proce-
dure for the molecules in this paper is to calculate the
magnetic response of the caps and the nanotube body
separately, and then introduce their coupling until all ex-
change constants of the fullerene molecule become equal.
This is a numerically tedious procedure and was done
for the N = 80 molecule of (5,5) armchair-type, where
in general the discontinuities can not be traced back di-
rectly to the ones of the caps in a one-to-one fashion. At
the same time it is shown that the magnetic response of
the (5,5) armchair and (5,0) zigzag caps is different, in-
dicating the importance of the cap in the magnetization
curve. It is concluded that the magnetic response de-
pends on a fine competition of the chirality of the body
of the molecule, the molecule’s spatial symmetry, and
also the nature of the cap.
The plan of this paper is as follows: in Sec. II the
model is presented. Section III deals with the magnetic
response of (5,5) armchair nanotubes capped with non-
neighboring pentagons, and of (5,0) zigzag nanotubes
capped with neighboring pentagons. Finally Sec. IV
presents the conclusions.
II. MODEL
The Hamiltonian of the AHM is
H = J
∑
<ij>
~si · ~sj − h
N∑
i=1
szi (1)
J is the exchange interaction strength, taken to be 1 from
now on. < ij > indicates that interactions are limited to
nearest neighbors i and j. The magnetic field ~h is taken
to be directed along the zˆ axis, and the spins are clas-
sical vectors with unit magnitude. In Hamiltonian (1)
the exchange energy competes with the magnetic energy,
with the frustrated connectivity playing an important
role. Minimization of the Hamiltonian gives the ground
state energy and spin configuration for any magnetic field
[22, 25–27, 30, 82, 83].
Here we consider the case where the exchange inter-
action is the same for any spin pair, whether it belongs
in the nanotube part or the cap or it relates to a nan-
otube spin and one in the cap. We do so in order to
highlight the importance of the fullerene molecule con-
nectivity for the magnetic properties. We also consider
in Sec. III B the (5,5) armchair-type molecule with D5d
symmetry and N = 80 in the case of varying couplings
between the nanotube and the cap, in which case the
magnetic diagram can become even richer, showing that
the multitude of magnetization and susceptibility discon-
tinuities is not the result of a special choice of exchange
couplings. In addition, Sec. III A demonstrates how the
six non-neighboring pentagons subblock situated at the
two edges of the (5,5) armchair-type molecules is a source
of discontinuous magnetic response, irrespectively of its
coupling strength with the nanotube part of the molecule.
The same is illustrated in Sec. III D for the six neighbor-
ing pentagons subblock that caps the (5,0) zigzag-type
molecules.
III. (5,5) ARMCHAIR NANOTUBES CAPPED
WITH NON-NEIGHBORING PENTAGONS
The geometry of a nanotube is determined by the chiral
vector of the original hexagonal lattice, with nanotubes
divided into armchair, zigzag and chiral. We consider
(5,5) armchair nanotubes of varying size that are capped
4on each end by a sublock of six non-neighboring pen-
tagons (Fig. 1(a)), resulting in fullerene molecules. The
spatial symmetry of these molecules depends on their
number of vertices. When it is an even multiple of 10
the symmetry is D5d (Fig. 2(a)), while for an odd mul-
tiple of 10 it changes to D5h (Fig. 2(b)). Since in both
cases the only source of magnetic frustration is the six
pentagon subblock, its response in an external field when
it is completely isolated is calculated.
A. Six Non-Neighboring Pentagons
The importance of frustration is seen in the lowest en-
ergy configuration magnetic response of the group of six
pentagons located at the ends of the molecules, when
it is completely isolated (Fig. 1(a)). Pentagons intro-
duce frustration in fullerene molecules, since an isolated
pentagon can not have all antiferromagnetically interact-
ing nearest-neighbor spin pairs simultaneously pointing
in opposite directions in its lowest energy configuration,
due to the odd number of spins and the closed periodic
boundary conditions. In contrast, this is possible for an
isolated hexagon. The magnetization curve of the six-
pentagon subblock provides an insight on the properties
of the whole cluster, as it is the sole carrier of frustra-
tion. Nearest neighbor intrapentagon interactions are
taken equal to J and interpentagon interactions equal
to J ′ (Fig. 1(a)). The ground state magnetization and
susceptibility discontinuities are shown in Fig. 1(b) as
functions of J
′
J
and h. When J ′ = 0 the magnetiza-
tion curve corresponds to that of an isolated pentagon,
which has constant susceptibility up to saturation. A
non-zero J ′ does not introduce further frustration as it
does not change the lowest energy spin configuration of
the six pentagons in zero field other than reducing its de-
generacy, forcing neighboring spins belonging to different
pentagons to be antiparallel. However the interpentagon
coupling generates two ground state magnetization gaps
in a field, which survive up to J ′ = J (App. A). The
lowest field magnetization discontinuity is flanked by sus-
ceptibility discontinuities, which disappear for higher J ′.
B. D5d Symmetry Molecules
The first class of molecules considered in this paper
is formed by filling the space between two of the six
pentagon subblocks of Sec. III A with a (5,5) armchair
carbon nanotube structure, which is solely made up of
hexagons. When the pentagons and the nanotube struc-
ture are brought together to form the cluster further
frustration is introduced, as the lowest energy is slightly
higher than the sum of the energies of the isolated pen-
tagons and hexagons (App. B). Furthermore it is found
that the ground state magnetization curve of the fullerene
molecules under consideration has more discontinuities
than those of the isolated six pentagon subblocks, with
the number of discontinuities increasing with N . The
smallest member of the class is the truncated icosahe-
dron for which N = 60, which has the two caps directly
linked and is already known to possess two magnetiza-
tion jumps [26]. The smallest member of the class with
D5d symmetry has N = 80 and five discontinuities in to-
tal. Fig. 3 shows how these discontinuities evolve from
the isolated six-pentagon subblock limit when 20 spins
are introduced in the middle to form the cluster. The
coupling between the nanotube part and the pentagon
subblocks equals J1. When the three parts that form the
molecule are not interacting (J1 = 0) there are two mag-
netization discontinuities due to the pentagon subblocks
according to Fig. 1(b), as well as a susceptibility discon-
tinuity originating in the saturation field of the nanotube
part. This equals 4, which is the saturation field of an
isolated hexagon. Increasing the coupling J1 between the
nanotube and the pentagon subblocks results in a rather
complicated discontinuity diagram plotted as a function
of J1 over the intrapentagon subblock and intrananotube
coupling J and the magnetic field h, with many magne-
tization and susceptibility discontinuities. The low-field
susceptibility and magnetization jumps at the uniform
interaction limit J1 = J are traced back to the low-
field magnetization discontinuity of the pentagon sub-
blocks. On the other hand, the high-field discontinuities
at J1 = J trace themselves back to all the discontinuities
present when J1 = 0. For the icosahedron it has been
shown that its classical magnetization gap originates in
the magnetization discontinuity of two isolated spins that
connect with a triangular strip to form the icosahedron
[30]. Figure 3 shows that similar considerations for the
N = 80 cluster lead to more complicated results, as the
parts that make it up are more complex in comparison
with the parts that make up the icosahedron.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show respectively the location
of the low- and high-field ground state magnetization
and susceptibility discontinuities for theD5d molecules as
functions of N and the reduced magnetic field h
hsat
, with
hsat the saturation magnetic field (for the numerical val-
ues see App. C). For both low and high fields the number
of magnetization jumps increases with N . Initially there
is only a single low-field magnetization gap for N = 60,
and byN = 180 there are already four. For high fields the
corresponding numbers are one for N = 60 and three for
N = 180, to which a susceptibility discontinuity is added.
For the N = 180 cluster there are already seven magneti-
zation and one susceptibility jumps in total, a number far
superseding the three magnetization gaps of the dodec-
ahedron. Figure 4(a) hints to the fact that new ground
state discontinuities emerge close to the highest low-field
discontinuity, as can be seen for N = 120 and 160. The
discontinuities move away from each other with increas-
ing N . Similarly for the high-field jumps in Fig. 4(b),
new ones emerge for N = 80 and 140, but now the dis-
continuities approach each other with N . The low-field
susceptibility discontinuity gives way to a magnetization
discontinuity for higher N , while the high-field suscepti-
5bility jump persists up to N = 180. Another feature of
the jumps at least for high fields is that they tend to con-
stant values of h
hsat
with N . The corresponding changes
in the magnetization per spin are shown in Fig. 4(e) (for
the numerical values see App. C). The low-field ground
state discontinuities are associated with a stronger mag-
netization change, which is as big as ∆M = 0.760 for
N = 180.
Specific features of the discontinuities can be detected
(App. C). For low fields as well as just before saturation
some of the pentagon spins are parallel or antiparallel
with the magnetic field, and their deviation from or align-
ment with these directions generates respectively the low-
est and highest field discontinuities. The last low-field
magnetization discontinuity, which is associated with the
strongest magnetization change, occurs as pentagon spins
change from having the lowest to having the highest total
magnetizations along the field. After this discontinuity
all spins have negative magnetic energy. However inspec-
tion of the lowest energy configuration symmetries (App.
D) does not reveal a pattern away from small and high
fields that could lead to the identification of the number
of discontinuities for arbitrary N without performing the
full calculation. In addition the calculation is numeri-
cally demanding for a complete detection of the jumps
for N > 180, and as discussed earlier in this section Fig.
3 shows that it is not straightforward to identify a sim-
ple origin of the discontinuities even for N = 80, both of
which would also be helpful for the identification of the
number of gaps as a function of N .
C. D5h Symmetry Molecules
The importance of the multiple discontinuities of the
(5,5) armchair-typeD5d molecules is highlighted by com-
paring with the corresponding number for the slightly
different D5h molecules, plotted in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d).
Their number is fixed for all clusters (up to N = 170
was calculated), and the only change is that a low-field
susceptibility gap becomes one of the magnetization for
N ≥ 110. Again they tend to approach constant val-
ues of h
hsat
with N . In fact, the low-field magnetization
discontinuity corresponds to the highest low-field mag-
netization jump of the D5d molecules, and the high-field
susceptibility gap to the high-field susceptibility discon-
tinuity of the D5d molecules. The strength of the magne-
tization discontinuity per spin is shown in Fig. 4(f), and
equals ∆M = 0.764 for N = 170. The different behavior
of the D5d and D5h molecules shows the importance of
subtle spatial symmetry differences for the magnetic re-
sponse. Even though both resemble (5,5) armchair nan-
otubes and only differ in symmetry by having a center
of inversion (D5d) instead of a plane of symmetry (D5h),
their magnetic response is quite different.
D. (5,0) Zigzag Nanotubes Capped with
Neighboring Pentagons
To investigate if magnetization patterns similar to
the one of the (5,5) armchair nanotube-type molecules
characterize other classes, the magnetization response of
fullerene molecules that resemble (5,0) zigzag nanotubes
was calculated. These are capped at their edges with six
pentagons neighboring each other (Fig. 5(a)). Exactly
like the molecules capped with isolated pentagons their
number of vertices is a multiple of 10, and they have D5d
symmetry when it is an even (Fig. 6(a)) and D5h sym-
metry when it is an odd multiple of 10 (Fig. 6(b)) [1].
The magnetization response of the unit that causes frus-
tration when isolated is shown in Fig. 5(b). It has two
susceptibility discontinuities, showing again that the pen-
tagons are a source of discontinuous response in fullerene
molecules, even though this time the discontinuities are
not of the magnetization as in the (5,5) armchair-like
case.
The locations of the magnetization and susceptibility
discontinuities and the corresponding change in the mag-
netization per spin for this class of fullerene molecules are
plotted in Fig. 7. In this case there is only one low-field
magnetization and one high-field susceptibility discon-
tinuity, whose locations with respect to h
hsat
are practi-
cally constant already for relatively small N . In addition,
spatial symmetry makes no difference in the magnetic re-
sponse of the (5,0) zigzag-type molecules, unlike the (5,5)
armchair-type molecules.
Since the (5,0) zigzag have a different cap than the
(5,5) armchair nanotubes, the two cases are not directly
comparable. The different chiralities require a different
cap to form a fullerene molecule. Still it is interesting
that for the armchair-type molecules subtle differences
in the spatial symmetry make a significant difference
in the magnetic response. More light on these issues
can be shed by examining other nanotube-like fullerene
molecules, however such a task is limited by numerical
requirements as the molecules increase in size.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
It was shown that a class of fullerene molecules of D5d
spatial symmetry, which have the shape of (5,5) arm-
chair carbon nanotubes and are capped at the edges with
six non-neighboring pentagon subblocks, have a num-
ber of classical ground state magnetization discontinu-
ities which increases with their size. This occurs when
classical spins mounted at their vertices interact accord-
ing to the AHM. The effect is sensitive to spatial symme-
try as for the very similar armchair-type D5h molecules
the number of discontinuities does not change with their
size. It is also sensitive to the chirality of the nanotube,
with fullerene molecules based on (5,0) zigzag nanotubes
and capped at the edges with six neighboring pentagon
subblocks having a fixed number of discontinuities, which
6furthermore does not depend on their spatial symmetry.
Richer magnetic behavior is expected when other frus-
trated fullerene molecules are encapsulated in the ones
considered in this paper. The findings in this paper show
that the specific topology of the molecules causes unex-
pected magnetic response within the framework of the
classical AHM, and it is hoped that in the quantum case
relaxing the limit of large on-site interaction U to more
realistic values will also generate interesting magnetic be-
havior [60].
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Appendix A: Subblock with Six Non-Neighboring
Pentagons
The subblock of six pentagons shown in Fig. 1(a) is the
unit that causes frustration as part of a (5,5) armchair-
type fullerene molecule. When the interpentagon cou-
pling J ′ = 0 the magnetization curve corresponds to that
of an isolated pentagon, which has constant susceptibil-
ity up to saturation with all spins sharing the polar angle
in an umbrella configuration (Fig. 1(b)). For higher J ′
and low fields nearest-neighbor spins that belong to dif-
ferent pentagons remain very close to antiparallel, while
nearest-neighbor intrapentagon correlations start to devi-
ate from their isolated pentagon value. The central pen-
tagon has the strongest exchange energy and the small-
est net spin, as each of the other pentagons has two
spins with only two nearest neighbors which are there-
fore freer to respond to the field. Right above the low-
field magnetization discontinuity all polar angles become
less than pi
2
, therefore each spin has negative magnetic
energy. This is a spin umbrella configuration directly
evolving from the J ′ = 0 configuration, however now
the spins do not share a common polar angle. After the
second magnetization discontinuity the configuration is
the most symmetric. The inner ring spins, which belong
to the central pentagon, share a common polar angle,
their nearest neighbors that define another ring a dif-
ferent polar angle and so on for a total of four distinct
polar angles, one for each ring. The pentagon in the
middle has again the strongest exchange energy and the
smallest net spin, while the other five pentagons have the
same exchange energy and net spin. The introduction of
the interpentagon coupling therefore generates two mag-
netization discontinuities which survive up to J ′ = J .
Appendix B: Zero Field Ground State Energy and
Saturation Field for the (5,5) Armchair-Type
Fullerene Molecules
Nearest-neighbor spin directions in the zero-field
ground state of an isolated pentagon have a relative angle
of 4pi
5
. For an isolated hexagon nearest-neighbors are an-
tiparallel. For the non-neighboring pentagon subblocks
(Fig. 1(a)) that cap the (5,5) armchair-type fullerene
molecules with D5d and D5h symmetry no further frus-
tration is introduced from the coupling of the pentagons,
as it does not change the ground state relative angles of
neighboring spins. If assembling pentagons and hexagons
together to form a fullerene molecule with N vertices
would not introduce further frustration, the ground state
energy should be equal to the sum of the ground state
energies of the isolated pentagons and hexagons, which
is 60cos 4pi
5
− (3N
2
− 60). This is not the case for the
(5,5) armchair-type fullerene molecules withD5d andD5h
8symmetry, with their energy being slightly higher (Fig.
8(a)). On the other hand, the N = 60 molecule which
has Ih symmetry and has the two caps directly connected
achieves the lowest possible energy. The ground state
energy per site
Egr,h=0
N
approaches asymptotically with
N the unfrustrated isolated hexagon value of − 3
2
. The
only intrapentagon nearest-neighbor correlations equal to
cos 4pi
5
are the ones of the top and bottom pentagons (cen-
tral pentagon in Fig. 1(a)). In addition, the spins of
the top and bottom pentagon are antiparallel to their
nearest-neighbors, which belong to different pentagons.
The saturation field for the molecules is given in Table I
and plotted in Fig. 8(b), and approaches asymptotically
with N the value of 6.
Appendix C: Ground State Spin Configuration
Changes at the Discontinuities for the (5,5)
Armchair-Type D5d Fullerene Molecules
The magnetic field values for which the magnetization
and susceptibility discontinuities of the (5,5) armchair-
type D5d fullerene molecules occur, as well as the mag-
netization values below and above the magnetization dis-
continuities, are given in Tables II and III.
When the magnetic field is zero the spins of the top
and bottom pentagon (central pentagon in Fig. 1(a)) are
antiparallel to their nearest-neighbors that belong to dif-
ferent pentagons (App. B). Once the field becomes non-
zero two pairs are left that maintain their antiparallel
directions, with one of the spins of the pair lined up with
the field, and the other antiparallel with it. This shows
that for low fields the spins belonging to the pentagons
respond differently as part of the molecule, in compari-
son with the isolated six pentagon subblock (App. A).
When the field gets strong enough these pairs of spins
cease to be antiparallel, and also parallel or antiparallel
to the field. This change of their constant direction is
accompanied by the low-field susceptibility discontinuity
for N ≤ 140, and by the lowest field magnetization dis-
continuity for N = 160 and 180 (Fig. 9). Similarly, in
the ground state configuration just before saturation the
spins at the top and bottom two levels of the molecules
become aligned with the field (Fig. 10). This change to
a constant direction occurs again with a discontinuity in
the susceptibility.
The total magnetization Szi , i = 1, . . . ,
N
10
+2 for groups
of spins that are at the same distance from the edges is
the lowest for spins closer to the edges of the molecules
for low fields (Fig. 9). i = 1 corresponds to the inner ring
spins, which belong to the central pentagon (Fig. 1(a)),
i = 2 to their nearest neighbors that define another ring
and so on. In an open chain the individual spins re-
spond to the field more strongly the closer to the edges
they are [84]. Eventually the field makes the magneti-
zation of these levels among the highest after the last of
the low-field discontinuities, which is associated with the
strongest change in magnetization in Fig. 4(e). Above
TABLE I: Saturation magnetic field for the (5,5) armchair-
type fullerene molecules capped with six non-neighboring pen-
tagons. The columns give the number of vertices and the sat-
uration magnetic field. The D5d molecules have N equal to
an even multiple of 10, while the D5h molecules have N equal
to an odd multiple of 10. The N = 60 molecule belongs to
the Ih symmetry group [26]. The data is plotted in Fig. 8(b).
N hsat
60 9+
√
5
2
70 5.73205
80 5.80194
90 5.84776
100 5.87939
110 5.90211
120 5.91899
130 5.93185
140 5.94188
150 5.94986
160 5.95630
170 5.96157
180 5.96595
this discontinuity all the spins have negative magnetic
energy for the first time.
Appendix D: Symmetry of the Ground State Spin
Configurations for the (5,5) Armchair-Type D5d
Fullerene Molecules
The symmetry of the lowest classical energy configu-
ration of the (5,5) armchair-type D5d fullerene molecules
capped with two six-pentagon subblocks with isolated
pentagons is determined from its nearest-neighbor corre-
lations, with the requirement that a symmetry operation
does not change their value between any two spins. The
symmetry groups that leave the correlations unchanged
are subgroups of D5d [9] and are given in Table IV. The
symmetry is highest for small fields and close to satura-
tion. The zero field ground state spin configuration is un-
changed for symmetry operations that belong to the S10
group. When the field becomes non-zero the symmetry
is reduced to Ci. Right above the second discontinuity
the only symmetry operation is the identity. The sym-
metry group right above the highest-field discontinuity
is S10, while right below it it is Ci. The wider column
includes the symmetry of the configuration that is the
lowest energy state for the widest range of fields. It oc-
curs in the middle of the field range, and it is the first
ground state configuration where all spins have negative
magnetic energy.
9TABLE II: Magnetization discontinuities for the (5,5)
armchair-type D5d fullerene molecules capped on both sides
with six pentagons not neighboring each other. The columns
give the number of vertices, the magnetic field for which the
discontinuity occurs with respect to the saturation field, the
magnetization right below the discontinuity with respect to
the saturated magnetization, and the corresponding value for
the magnetization right above the discontinuity. The N = 60
molecule belongs to the Ih symmetry group [26]. The data is
plotted in Figs. 4(a), 4(b) and 4(e).
N h
hsat
Mˆ−
N
Mˆ+
N
60 0.14692 0.11723 0.14790
60 0.94165 0.94574 0.94651
80 0.13391 0.1153196 0.1369667
80 0.85562 0.87382668 0.87397773
80 0.92235 0.9411153 0.9412365
100 0.12544 0.1121451 0.1122307
100 0.13624 0.123827 0.133446
100 0.87742 0.89852222 0.89858053
100 0.91318 0.9343398 0.9343756
120 0.13508 0.125082 0.125743
120 0.13958 0.13803 0.14309
120 0.88966 0.91044946 0.91046701
120 0.91169 0.9322856 0.9322932
140 0.12906 0.1204307 0.1205064
140 0.14067 0.136563 0.143995
140 0.81364 0.83215130 0.83215559
140 0.89669 0.9162739 0.9162788
140 0.91305 0.93230792 0.93230936
160 0.10540 0.0984430 0.0984548
160 0.12282 0.1153954 0.1154144
160 0.13977 0.134215 0.134328
160 0.14146 0.139161 0.144565
160 0.86579 0.8838119 0.8838135
160 0.90128 0.9194573 0.9194584
160 0.91522 0.9330304 0.9330306
180 0.091760 0.08618793 0.08619039
180 0.11857 0.1121242 0.1121302
180 0.13624 0.1302571 0.1302697
180 0.14180 0.14047 0.14469
180 0.88446 0.90136320 0.90136369
180 0.90536 0.92215730 0.92215752
180 0.91719 0.93365306 0.93365312
TABLE III: Susceptibility discontinuities for the (5,5)
armchair-type D5d fullerene molecules capped on both sides
with six pentagons not neighboring each other. The columns
give the number of vertices, and the magnetic field for which
the discontinuity occurs with respect to the saturation field.
The data is plotted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).
N h
hsat
80 0.1187
80 0.9546
100 0.1179
100 0.1364
100 0.9400
120 0.1121
120 0.9333
140 0.1078
140 0.9296
160 0.9273
180 0.9258
TABLE IV: Symmetry of the lowest
energy spin configurations of the (5,5)
armchair-type fullerene molecules with
D5d spatial symmetry and capped with
six non-neighboring pentagons. The
first column is the number of vertices
N . The first symmetry column refers
to the case of zero field. The field
increases when going to the right.
N lowest energy
configuration symmetry
80 S10 Ci Ci I I Ci S10
100 S10 Ci Ci I I I I Ci S10
120 S10 Ci I I I I Ci S10
140 S10 Ci I I Ci I I Ci S10
160 S10 Ci I I Ci Ci I I Ci S10
180 S10 Ci I I Ci Ci I I Ci S10
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FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) Planar projection of the six isolated
pentagons subblock that is the source of frustration for the
D5d and D5h fullerene molecules resembling (5,5) armchair
nanotubes. The circles are classical spins of unit magnitude,
with the (green) patterned circles connecting the subblock
with the nanotube part of the molecule. Each spin interacts
with its nearest neighbors according to the connecting lines.
The (black) solid and (red) dashed lines indicate intrapen-
tagon interactions of strength J and interpentagon interac-
tions of strength J ′ respectively. J ′ varies from 0 to J . (b)
The (black) filled circles show the magnetization discontinu-
ities, while the (red) filled squares the susceptibility discon-
tinuities as functions of J
′
J
and the magnetic field h. The
(green) diamonds show the saturation field.
(a) (b)
FIG. 2: Fullerene molecules that resemble (5,5) armchair nan-
otubes capped with a subblock of non-neighboring pentagons
shown in Fig. 1(a). (a) Molecule with N = 140 vertices (D5d
symmetry). It has a center of inversion and thicker bonds are
located on the upper half, while thinner on the lower half of
the molecule. (b) Molecule with N = 150 vertices (D5h sym-
metry). Due to a symmetry plane the bonds of the lower half
are directly below the bonds of the upper half of the molecule.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Evolution of the discontinuities for
the D5d molecule with N = 80 as a function of the rela-
tive coupling J1
J
between the two six-pentagon subblocks at
the edges and the (5,5) armchair nanotube, and the magnetic
field h. The (black) filled circles show the magnetization dis-
continuities, while the (red) filled squares the susceptibility
discontinuities. The (green) diamonds show the saturation
field.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) (a), (b) Magnetization and suscepti-
bility discontinuities for the D5d molecules which have the
shape of (5,5) armchair nanotubes and are capped on both
sides with six pentagons not neighboring each other. They
are given as functions of the number of vertices N and the
reduced magnetic field h
hsat
, with hsat the saturation mag-
netic field (N = 60 corresponds to the Ih symmetry molecule
[26]). The (black) filled circles and the (black) dotted circles
show respectively the low- and high-field magnetization dis-
continuities, while the (red) filled squares the susceptibility
discontinuities. (c), (d) Similarly for the D5h molecules. (e),
(f) Corresponding strengths of the magnetization discontinu-
ities per spin ∆M
N
for the D5d and D5h molecules respectively.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) (a) Planar projection of the six non-
isolated pentagons subblock that is the source of frustration
for the D5d and D5h fullerene molecules resembling (5,0)
zigzag nanotubes. The circles are classical spins of unit mag-
nitude, with the (green) patterned circles connecting the sub-
block with the nanotube part of the molecule. Each spin
interacts with its nearest neighbors according to the connect-
ing lines, which all correspond to the same coupling strength.
(b) Magnetization per spin M
N
as a function of the magnetic
field h. The (red) arrows point to the two susceptibility dis-
continuities.
(a) (b)
FIG. 6: Fullerene molecules that resemble (5,0) zigzag nan-
otubes capped with a subblock of neighboring pentagons
shown in Fig. 5(a). (a) Molecule with N = 140 vertices (D5d
symmetry). It has a center of inversion and thicker bonds are
located on the upper half, while thinner on the lower half of
the molecule. (b) Molecule with N = 150 vertices (D5h sym-
metry). Due to a symmetry plane the bonds of the lower half
are directly below the bonds of the upper half of the molecule.
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FIG. 7: (Color online) (a) Magnetization and susceptibility
discontinuities for the D5d and D5h molecules which have the
shape of (5,0) zigzag nanotubes and are capped on both sides
with six pentagons neighboring each other. They are given
as functions of the number of vertices N and the reduced
magnetic field h
hsat
, with hsat the saturation magnetic field.
The (black) filled and the (black) dotted circles show respec-
tively the magnetization discontinuities for the D5d and D5h
molecules, while the (red) filled and the (red) dotted squares
the corresponding susceptibility discontinuities. (c) Corre-
sponding strength of the magnetization discontinuity per spin
∆M
N
.
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FIG. 8: (a) (Color online) The (black) circles show the zero
field lowest energy per spin
Egr,h=0
N
as a function of the
number of vertices N for the (5,5) armchair-type fullerene
molecules with D5d andD5h symmetry which are capped with
six non-neighboring pentagons. The (red) squares show the
sum of the energies of the isolated pentagons and hexagons
per spin. N = 60 corresponds to the Ih symmetry molecule
[26]. (b) Saturation field as a function of N .
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FIG. 9: (Color online) The different symbols (and colors)
show the total magnetization per spin
S
z
i
ni
for each level of
the spins according to their distance from one of the edges,
given as a function of the magnetic field over its saturation
value h
hsat
for the (5,5) armchair-type fullerene molecule with
N = 180, which has D5d spatial symmetry. The number of
spins per level ni equals 5 for i = 1, 2, 19, 20, and 10 for any
other i. The dashed lines show the fields for the magnetization
discontinuities. The values are symmetric with respect to the
central plane of the molecule.
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FIG. 10: (Color online) Total magnetization per spin
S
z
i
ni
for
each level of the spins according to their distance from one
of the edges, given as a function of the magnetic field over
its saturation value h
hsat
for the (5,5) armchair-type fullerene
molecule with N = 180, which has D5d spatial symmetry.
The different symbols (and colors) follow Fig. 9. The number
of spins per level ni equals 5 for i = 1, 2, 19, 20, and 10 for any
other i. The dashed line on the right shows the field for the
susceptibility discontinuity, while the other three the fields for
the magnetization discontinuities. The values are symmetric
with respect to the central plane of the molecule.
